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ABSTRACT 

„In order to convince ourselves of who we are, we must convince other people too. 
Although questionable in real life, it is a tool in acting. Identity is a construction which 
helps me determine who is that I when I speak.” (Declan Donnellan, 2006, p. 84-85) 

In Bellini’s works, for a precise embodiment of the characters, the interpreter is 
compelled to pay attention to everything that goes around him, to people’s reactions, to 
the words they utter and to the way crisis moments break. Knowing life and human soul 
are very important. His characters offer a profound search of human psyche. 

Ion Radu-Tomșa shows that “personality is the object of many sciences, each approaching 
it differently. (2008, p. 7) In Pierre Janet’s view psychology is the science of human action, 
the science of conductor the study of man versus universe and mostly versus other men. 
Janet introduces in psychology the concept of conduct, which means the entire visible 
manifestations, oriented towards outside, as well as the entire invisible processes of 
organizing and regulating it. To be more precise, the conduct is the amount of an 
individual’s acts, from the most simple to the most complex, purpose oriented and full of 
meaning. In the French psychologist’s conception the conduct unifies and synchronizes in 
a unitary whole the behavior and the subjective interior life. In De l'angoisse à l'extase, 
études sur les croyances et les sentiments he wrote, ”We are compelled to conceive a 
psychology where the visible action from the outside is the fundamental phenomenon, 
and the interior thinking is the combination of these exterior actions in reduced and 
particular forms."(Pierre Janet,1975, p. 174) 

Interpreting Bellini’s characters is even more difficult as any attempt to express a cliché or 
a stereotype, any moment of lack of real assumption of situations and concepts 
proposed, becomes extremely visible and discordant with the whole which has the 
precision of a music score. Their actions are triggered by past experiences and traumas, 
their words are the expression of a process of interior search or they have outbursts 
determined by the words or actions of those around them. His heroes are profoundly 
humane, their dramas can be, one way or the other, our dramas, joy and tears are part of 
life. The musical-dramatic structure of the characters is clear, the musical phrases, the 
way the characters express themselves, the way they respond to the others, their 
movement in space, are carefully thought and realized. 

The character Beatrice, categorized as a heroic tragic type, is complex, difficult to 
interpret, from the vocal point of view as well as from the scene process. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ernest Ansermet, in The fundamental principles of music in human conscience, (apud. 
Vasile Donose, 1990, p. 146-147) emphasizes the fact that “musical works rich in 
meanings may be the object of endless experiences; one never finishes surrounding 
them, catching their sense, recognising their different significances. That is why they are 
always actual.” 

Plato considered that music transformed and moulded human character and temper, 
making it noble. The psychophysical process, music impressiveness is based on auditory 
sensation and sound perception, in a musical context, associated with manifestations of 
intelligence, memory, imagination, synthesis and conscious or unconscious reflections, 
cultivated or not, through acts of volition. Mezzo soprano Suzana Coman-Bosica (1997, p. 
41) shows that music’s power to impress acts in two ways: through content and structure 
on the one hand and through the interpreter’s talent on the other. Vocal music is 
expressed through the psyche of the listener, because it has concentrated in itself the 
composer’s convictions and sensibilities, supported by the performer and, although 
considered, due to the music- word connection, a way of direct communication, clear and 
without doubt, still, behind the musical message being the intention to make a 
connection between the composer and the public, through the characters, it 
communicates directly with the psyche depths, molding them, according to their 
characteristics and in direct connection to their impressiveness. 

The performer in the truest sense is the human being endowed with the capacity to see 
and experiment things that are unknown to common people. His mission is to 
communicate to the audience, as a sort of revelation, his impressions on things, the way 
he sees and feels them. (Michael Chekhov, 2017, p. 18) 

The voice in Bellini’s repertoire integrates perfectly in the musical context, associated 
with fit instruments, out of the desire to diversify, so necessary to the Romantic 
expressiveness, Bellini thinking each element of the musical discourse as part of 
integrating the voice in the act of artistic creation. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Procedure 

In order to realize this and to stay true, the singer must create the dramatic ego, a 
superego, who would look and act like the real ego. 

The way to accede from the real ego to the dramatic one is by taking two steps: first, 
learning the musical score, with the conscience that until knowing the action of the play, 
with its concrete situations and requests, the singer cannot create anything new and 
second, deconstructing the action, he discovers the physical actions necessary to the 
given situations and believing in the authenticity of these actions, the singer frees his 
creative energy. The emotions appear then organically, naturally, without being forced or 
falling in the cliché danger. „The ultimate purpose of the System is the organic supra-
conscious Creation (having the support of the subconscious stimulated by the conscious). 



The interpreter, along his entire artistic activity (which in his case does not happen only 
on stage, but also outside it, and is both practical and intellectual), must always guide 
himself after this principle as being an immutable Rule: his creation must be an organic 
one, his behavior on the stage must be normal, abiding by all the human nature laws. 
Because what is not human  is not and cannot be, under any circumstance, artistic. In 
order to achieve this goal, he has at hand a multitude of means to reach Art by 
stimulating his creative nature. These means are nothing else but Rules of creation which 
compose thanks to Stanislavski, a method. A psychologically founded method.” (Mihaela 
Beţiu, 2011,p.16.) 

The first moment towards the becoming of the dramatic ego is getting the musical score. 
Decoding the signs of the singer’s psycho-sociology, also determines the beginning of 
structuring this dramatic ego. In a dramatic text, the situations and the characters expect 
the introduction-made by the singer-in convention (what if…). If they accept it and offer it 
certainty by believing in its existence, then the dramatic signs will be shaped. The singer’s 
own mental and physical resources transform the conventional signs in theatrical act only 
through devotion. If the singer (the transmitter) truly believes in their reality, then the 
audience (the receiver) will enter the convention and will see those signs as a form of 
reality. Thus we can speak about the singer’s attitude towards the character, stage or 
object, this attitude determining the reality of the stage situations. 

RESULTS 

Characteristic features 

The theory of affects mentioned rules of severe correspondence between the encoded 
melodic formulae and a certain type of emotion or attitude. This system, according to 
which music can translate or produce different psychological states, for each emotion or 
soul state of any character there being an exact musical equivalent, has been traditionally 
cultivated until the first decades of the XIXth century.( Ardelean Nicoleta, 2016, p. 10) 

Bellini, without paying tribute to the above mentioned system, understands that a human 
portrait of his heroes is not possible without mixing the vocal part with the dramatic 
content, his works cultivating the turmoil of unhappy heart, of unshared love, of treason, 
common themes for almost all of his works. The complexity of the character and the 
dramatic interactions, which offer Bellini remarkable achievements, are also tightly linked 
to dramatic events. (Maria Rosaria Adamo, Friedrich Lippmann, 1981, p. 420-421) 

Bellini stays connected to the Italian tradition: the main idea is formulated by voice and 
not by the orchestra, by melody and not by harmony. Bellini’s tune is melancholic most of 
it and yet brilliant in certain parts which describe the character. The tunes of the main 
characters, the central piece of Bellini’s creation, would have to cast the message of love 
suffering, to be received by the audience and to stay in their heart.  

Bellini’s feminine character manages to impose herself in the operas ensemble through a 
wide range of vocal colors, feelings, soul state, through the often central position in the 
dramaturgy of the subject and through the special sensibility of the musical score 
destined to her. 

Beatrice from opera Beatrice di Tenda 



Beatrice di Tenda is a tragedia lirica in due atti on Felice Romani’s libretto after the 
historic tragedy Beatrice Tenda. (Carlo Tedaldi-Fores, 1825) 

The opera is composed of a plot based on an event from the Italian history at the 
beginning of the XVth century which took place at Binasco castle near Milan, where, after 
the second Duke of Milan, Giovanni Maria Visconti had been assassinated, his brother, 
Filippo, who became Duke, married Beatrice di Tenda, the widow of the military 
commander Facino Cane (also dead in the fight to reestablish order in the City), in order 
to take advantage of his immense fortune and military power. The opera opens with the 
moment when Filippo leaves Beatrice, falling in love with a dame from the duchess’ 
company, Agnese Del Maino. Wishing to get rid of her, he accuses her of adultery and 
sentences her to death. 

It is Bellini’s opera before the last one, created a year after Norma and two years before I 
Puritani and it had been ordered by Alessandro Lanari, the manager of the Theater La 
Fenicefrom Venice, in 1833. The collaboration with Romani was proven to be the last one 
and not without unfortunate consquences for the composer. The premiere took place on 
16th of March 1833, at Teatro La Fenice from Venice; among the performers the famous 
Giuditta Pasta (primadonna given ovation for the dramatic intensity of the 
interpretation), Giovanni Orazio Cartagenova, Anna Dal Serre, Alberico Curioni and 
Alessandro Giacchini. 

During the entire opera the protagonist, expressing a constant authority, dominates all 
the other characters even when she is not present on the stage. Sometimes the 
interpreters of Beatrice have been tempted to follow an interpretative line opposed to 
the lyrical one, to underline the romantic, pathetic and hectic impetuosity which 
describes the character. It is important that the flow and smoothness of the tune should 
not be neglected in the name of embracing the contemporary judgment of solving the 
situations and the characters’ behavior. Beatrice’s vocal tessatura is conceived of voices 
with a clear belcanto technique, endowed with a profound aesthetic sensibility which 
must target the subtle, discrete nuances so dear to Bellini. 

Scena, Coro e Cavatina 

It is a scene of great contrasts. We shall find here a song of the companions, with a eulogy 
to nature, as well as Beatrice’s frustration because Filippo (Aria: Ma la sola ohimé! son io) 
and the regret that others are punished by the tyrant because of her (Aria: Ah! La pena).  

The scene opens with a large orchestra introduction, the basis tonality being E major, but 
with an inflection towards C sharp minor. Beatrice joins this introduction with a short 
recitative moment with a rhythm of virtuosity and the dames of company, with a song to 
nature, having a very clear structure, preceded by an instrumental transition. A large 
recitative moment (Beatrice) follows, with a choir intervention. It is a fragment 
characterized by tonal stability (we shall identify the passing through tonalities like F 
major, A minor, C major, E major), the recitative part closes with a rhythm of virtuosity. It 
remolds in the basis tonality E major, which will remain until the end of the scene, now 
following the last large section, where we shall distinguish two arias interpreted by 
Beatrice. 



The first aria “Ma la sola ohimé! son io”, is preceded by an instrumental transition of 8 
measures to introduce the character. The large tune of 29 measures can be structured on 
two great periods, A and Av (joined by choral fillings). A morphology symmetrical 
structure is no longer possible here, as noticed in the song of the dames of company. It is 
an aria of virtuosity, with many adornments, which raises great interpretative and 
technical difficulties.  

The second aria “Ah! La pena ...” is also one of virtuosity; it has a larger structure, we 
might say again stanza like. We may identify the tune of 24 measures (B, which can be 
structured on two large periods, the last one being of rhythm) followed by a choral 
interlude (with a very clear structure: 3x4 measures + 8 measures of rhythm) and the 
return of the tune a little varied of 24 measures (Bv). Thus there is a structure type B C Bv 
(where C represents the choral interlude). The scene will end in a large rhythm tutti 
(Beatrice + choir). 

From the first scene submitted to analysis, we can notice that the tune structure ABA 
suggests the cyclic evolution of the human being, who comes from somewhere and 
returns to that somewhere, this being expressed mathematically through Fourier series, 
because the human brain operates with a certain rhythm. We can also identify an 
important element, the more accentuated use of the choir, which manifests itself not 
only through frequent presence but also through melodic fillings with large structures. 

Beatrice’s recitative which precedes the aria ”Ma la sola”(m. 175 -198) presents the 
disappointment and suffering in the protagonist’s soul. Although the recitative is 
supported only by a simple accompaniment, the composer also notes tempo directives: 
Lento assai (m. 177 and m. 178), Lento (m. 182 and m.183), Largo (m. 192, coro di donne), 
concluding with a rhythm recitative on the lines: “Che non mi dee l’ingrato! Ahi me!... 
l’ingrato.” 

The entire recitative of 24 measures uses a vocal range of a duodecimo E1-B2.The 
directive con expression from the measures 201-202 represents the first solving of the 
impetus, which is made descending, using alternatively punctuated rhythms with equal 
values of sixteenths and the next two measures are concluded through a descending 
melodic line, in equal values of sixteenths. It continues with an entire measure of pause, 
while the interpreter resumes the idea expressed by the orchestra. 

Even since the beginning of the aria the protagonist starts each musical phrase with the 
same punctuated rhythmic formula which describes an ascending trend. Accompanied by 
strings in a nuance of pianissimo and using staccato notes on the strong beat of each 
measure, Beatrice utters apart the next sentences in which she expresses her regrets for 
abandoning her people after her husband’s death. 

The vocal range of the last rhythm of part Largo sostenuto is of (G1-A2)). The most severe 
sound sang by the protagonist (E1) is encountered several times: in measure 214 of part 
Largo sostenuto, with the text: ”O, suol natio”; in measure 217, with the text:”vi diedi in 
preda” and in measure 233, with the text:”a tal signor”, and the sharpest note, C sharp 3, 
underlines the expression “ed io potei”, met in measures 226 and 231. The vocal range of 
the entire aria „Ma la sola” is of three decimo (E1-C sharp3) 



The directives of tempo (Largo sostenuto, Allegro moderato, Più mosso, Più allegro, I 
tempo, Più mosso, Stretto assai) are precise, the composer wishing to suggest the action 
and to emphasize the meaning of the text. Almost all of Beatrice’s sentences start with an 
ascending assault and a punctuated rhythm, which underline her desire to escape the 
situation where she resides, clinging to each beginning of a sentence as if it were her only 
chance. The entire range of rhythmic values is being used in different combinations. The 
value of sixteenth is widely used but also the punctuated rhythmic formula: the eighth 
with a dot followed by the sixteenth, expressing this way the heroine’s restlessness and 
disturbance. 

Recitativo e Duetto 

It is precisely the next scene. We are in the Duke’s garden, the players are Filippo and 
Beatrice. Here, for the first time the two will confront (expressively illustrated also in the 
tonal plan), he accusing her of infidelity and political plot, she responding to him that she 
would indeed have stood against him if others suffered because of him, asking for her 
honor at least to remain intact. The entire scene is a large duet, where we can identify 
moments of dialogue with recitative character or even moments of simply recitative, 
alternating with large melodies duets. 

The scene starts with large recitative (Rizzardo, Filippo and Beatrice) on an unstable plan. 
We may identify rhythms like E major, A major or D major. It is interesting that the only 
character who gets a more moved accompaniment is Beatrice (a tense accompaniment 
with a movement in thirty seconds) 

It moulds towards G major and there is a moment of dialogue between Filippo and 
Beatrice. The tonality will be established as far as the orchestra transition towards the 
first melodic duet. A large melody sung by Beatrice is structured in two periods (A, 13 
measures formed of 4+4+5 measures, where the last five are in rhythm and  B, 12 
measures, almost all of them with rhythm role).After that there is Filippo’s melody ( C), 
largely dimensioned. 

After these solo sections there is a new dialogue between the characters with alternative 
as well as simultaneous entrances, closed by an orchestra transition towards the last large 
duet which will remain in G major tonality. 

The second duet starts with a melodic theme, at Filippo, in G major, structured in two 
periods, the first being of 8 measures 2+2+4 and the second of 9 measures 2+4+3. This 
reflects the motive construction of the period, but we notice the fact that at the basis of 
the entire melody stands one punctuated motive and its variations. 

To continue Beatrice brings a shorter and contrasting variation of the theme D (Dv, 8 
measures 4+4), in G minor, making a difference of character by the contrast in the tonal 
plan. 

After both of them exposed their themes, there is a new moment of totality, taking the 
form of a dialogue with two subsections, Beatrice having a more important role in the 
first one, which brings a new, much larger variation of theme D; Filippo’s melodic fillings 
will be added. In the second subsection (also marked by a change of tempo, more moved) 
there is a writing type stretto, tonality in B major, which is kept till the end of the scene. 



This last duet continues with the introduction of a new theme (E, of 21 measures) first by 
Beatrice and then a little differently by Filippo. What is interesting is the fact that this 
theme has been anticipated through the initial entrances in stretto from the previous 
subsection. After introducing the theme solo, there is a new moment with voices in 
stretto, on the basis of the same musical material. The scene ends with a new identical 
rerun of the theme E (solo, first Beatrice then Filippo) followed by the final totality where 
they combine stretto moments as well as simultaneous leadings of the voices towards 
parallel thirds. 

The entire duet evolves on the duration of 480 measures, repetitions being frequently 
used, when the composer wishes to underline the text or the important moments of the 
action. 

The voice range for Beatrice di Tenda part is of three decimo (D1- B flat2) on the entire 
duet. The nuances used by the composer in this duet are pianissimo, piano, mezzoforte, 
forte, fortissimo, crescendo poco a poco andcrescendo, that is a very large range of 
intensities. 

Finale primo 

It is a scene with a vast unfolding which closes the first act. Beatrice remains alone and 
remembers her former husband, Facino Cane. She feels abandoned by everybody. 
Orombello interferes offering his help, confesses his love to her. After this confession 
there comes Agnese and Filippo who accuse them of treason and adultery. Filippo calls 
the guard. 

The action is complex and contradictory, the characters expressing their feelings in an 
often surprising counterpoint. Filippo is happy he has succeeded in ruining Beatrice’s 
reputation; Beatrice blames herself for accepting Filippo as a husband; Orombello tries to 
convince the Duke that Beatrice is innocent; Agnese swings between contrasting states. 

In front of such a tensioned subject and with such a great number of characters, we shall 
have a scene where the recitatives and dialogues dominate, all of them being generated 
by the psychological twists and the characters’ interaction. It starts with a large orchestra 
introduction in B flat major. Here we can identify the motive or even the anticipation of 
the first phrase of Beatrice’s arioso to follow. So after this introduction and a short 
recitative of Beatrice, her aria follows, which has four asymmetrical and different periods 
from the musical point of view, as the heroine goes through several emotions: joy-
memories, regret, loneliness. There follows a new dialogue which has three segments, 
dialogues with recitative aspect. The section closes with the final rhythm (choir + 
soloists). 

Scena, Coro e Quintetto  

It is the one of the first scenes of act II. Under torture, Orombello admits he is guilty, 
involving Beatrice this way. It is a scene with many characters and many feelings: 
Anichino pleads for Beatrice, unsuccessfully; Agnese, although feels there is the time for 
revenge (she being in love with Orombello), cannot find peace; Beatrice protests, but she 
is incriminated because of Orombello’s testimony. The latter implores, asks for 
forgiveness and alters his statement taken under torture, and Beatrice grants him pardon. 



After all these events, Filippo, in a moment of remorse, tries to postpone the verdict, but 
he is opposed by the mob who demands more torture. Filippo changes attitude and 
supports the mob. The two are taken out of the trial court. 

The scene is structured in three large sections, which we shall characterize as follows. 

The first section renders in a sustained dialogue all the events that will take place until 
the moment Filippo starts to have, for the first time, second thoughts. We shall indentify 
here also some moments of recitative alternating with orchestra transitions and totality 
moments (tutti). Towards the end of this section between Beatrice and Orombello a 
dialogue takes place where two very expressive melodic lines can be distinguished (when 
he asks for forgiveness and she grants it to him). After this duet there is an orchestra 
transition with music material from the ouverture, the scene ennding with a tutti scene. 
The tonalities are D major-d minor–F major. 

In the second section the tonality which is kept till the end of the scene, moulds towards 
E flat major. We distinguish here a large part of 19 measures at Beatrice resumed then by 
Filippo: it is the moment Filippo thinks about postponing the verdict. After the theme is 
resumed by the two characters each at his own turn, there is a new moment tutti 
(soloists+choir) on the basis of the previous theme but more augmented. It will appear at 
Beatrice and Agnese (now together), the other voices bringing the harmonic and melodic 
filling at the same time. After this totality there is a transition where choir and soloists 
alternate and there is also a return to the ouverture material. 

Finale secondo 

In comparison to the previous scenes, this finale is shorter but extremely expressive and 
balanced. 

In this moment the mob near the prison hears Beatrice praying. She has also been 
tortured but said nothing. Orombello’s voice can be heard from his cell. Agnese, full of 
remorse, admits her guilt caused by jealousy and she is forgiven by the two innocent. 
Their destiny is implacable: the opera ends with Beatrice’s statement that her 
forthcoming death for which she has prepared is a triumph, not a defeat, and with her 
praying for those who have caused her so much suffering. 

The scene is structured in four large segments. 

The first one starts with a short orchestra introduction which establishes tonality F major, 
followed by the mob’s prayer sung by the choir. In this introduction there sounds a theme 
of 8 measures to be the basis of the entire segment. The choir moment with the theme of 
8 measures from the introduction at the basis, is large. Each phrase in its turn knows a 
more complex structure, being formed of motives of two measures. Even at the level of 
the first period we notice the varied repetition of four times of a single motive of two 
measures, thing which proves the combination of talent and natural so typical to Bellini. 

The second segment is contrasting, recitative. The main tonality is also F major with an 
inflexion towards C major. It starts with an orchestra introduction, again with a melodic 
role, and continues with a short recitative (Beatrice) accompanied by material from the 



introduction of this segment. After this recitative there is a dialogue among Beatrice, 
Orombello and Agnese, where the orchestra will only fill in the harmony.  

Regarding the musical writing, we can notice that to each begging, question, surprise, 
corresponds an ascending melodic line (for example in measure 164, the word „Pietà...!”); 
on the other hand to an accusation, a cry, a distress, corresponds a descending melodic 
line (for example in measure 181-182, words „Perfida!... cessa... fuggi..”).The voice range 
for the Beatrice role in section Allegro agitato which starts in measure 170 is a small niner 
(G1-A flat 2), with different nuances of piano, pedala in piano,or accente in forte (m. 182-
183). The word that corresponds to the lowest sound ( G1) is  „perfida”, and to the 
highest note (A flat) the expression „Col cor morente a maledir...”, which renders the 
suffering of a broken heart of an innocent being. 

The third segment is a terce (Orombello, Beatrice and Agnese), the tonality being A flat 
major.  

Remarkable the gradation regarding the voice mixing: we can notice how the composer 
starts presenting the theme with one voice and gets to a final totality of three voices. The 
melodic line initiated by Orombello, which spreads over eight measures, is resumed by 
Beatrice, so then it can be sung by Agnese also, reaching a three voices development of 
the initial melodic line. This makes the melodic line of the section to stay impregnated in 
the listener’s ear. To the expressive, emotional music, the well chosen text of the libretist 
Felice Romani is joined: Angel of peace, your voice sounds in my soul. Protect me, o, 
merciful, and inspire me the virtue of forgiveness. 

It is also noticeably that all Agnese’s short lines have descending melodic line, suggesting 
begging for pardon.(m. 195): „Egli... perdona!” 

Along this scene we meet directives which help draw the character and the interpretation 
as for example: Beatrice commossa si appressa ad Agnese, as well as nuances directives 
forte (m. 195 which corresponds to Agnese’s line), or piano (m. 196 , the moment 
Beatrice takes over the melodic line). 

The voice range for the role Beatrice di Tenda in this section is of duodecimo (C1-G2). In 
order to render this emotional section of 34 measures (m. 187-220), the composer uses a 
melodic line which contains triolets, sixtolets, fourths, eighths, as well as punctuated 
rhythms. Not by chance do we notice that Beatrice’s lowest note is C1 and it corresponds 
to the word „lagrime”, and to the shortest note ( G2), the expression „amor di pace”. 

In the end of the section, in tempo Largo sostenuto, the composer uses the vocal walk in 
parallel terces of the melodic lines interpreted by Beatrice and her rival, Agnese. This 
procedure, through which Bellini wants to render the emotion and the shared suffering, 
in a given dramatic situation, can also be observed in the Giulietta-Romeo duet from 
opera I Capuleti e I Montecchior in Norma-Adalgisa duet from opera Norma. The melodic 
line is sung by Beatrice and Agnese, sustained with long values by Orombello. In the end, 
the composer decides to rerun the beginning phrase (m. 192-195=m. 214-217). 

A funeral song anounces the arrival of the guard to escort Beatrice on the scaffold. 
Agnese, Anichino, the maids of honor and people close to Beatrice react when hearing 
the funeral march by humming together on the sound C. To underline the solemnity of 



the moment, the composer notes, starting with measure 221, Lugubre e maestoso, a 
tempo directive seldom met, which brings up the atmosphere of the funeral procession, 
accompanied by brass in piano, joined by a melodic phrase of four measures interpreted 
by violins at measure 221, suggesting the lamentation. This phrase which corresponds to 
measures  222-226, is identically repeated in measures. 226-230. The nuance directives 
are piano (m. 221) and forte (m. 230), and the rhythm double punctuated in measures 
228-229-230, underlining the text  „il funebre corteggio,” expresses an atmosphere for 
which the words are scarce. 

Another interesting element is the fact that we again observe a type stretto writing, with 
entrances delayed with one, respectively two measures, but at the same time we notice 
that although there is this delay in the voices’ entrances, they will blend, the theme being 
exposed this way simultaneously in all the cases of this terce.  

In the last segment, which ends the entire opera, the only protagonist is Beatrice. The 
tonality will remain until the end A flat major. We shall differentiate here two large arias 
of virtuosity (with many colors), which will alternate with moments of dialogue between 
the soloist and the choir. The second aria is a much more moved one (of 16 measures) 
which repeats itself, following in the end the final rhythm (choir + Beatrice).  

 

DISCUSSION 

Professor Tudor Chiriac, quoting Dahan Zohar and Ian Marshall, (2011, Spiritual 
intelligence, translated by Miruna Popescu, Bucharest, Vellant publishing house, p. 15-16) 
observes that nowadays all sciences have a tendency to fill a large lack of meaning, which 
happened in our life during the modern period and this to satisfy the thirst to find 
meanings, to develop visions and to appreciate value. Through these essential reflections 
he refers to modern, interdisciplinary research on musical semantic-especially to those 
which approach it through exact sciences optic. He quotes Ghenrih Orlov who thinks that 
music represents a system of communication, whose laws are studied by the information 
theory. The synthesized scheme of communication is made of the following elements: the 
sender→ the transmitter (the encoding) → the web → the receiver (decoding) → the 
recipient”. He himself makes a system where the composer is the creator of the sounding 
message, its encoder and also the decoder of the essence of the message. The interpreter 
is the decoder in detail of the code, announced by the composer, and also the transmitter 
of the sounding message, passed through his own filter of feelings. The musicologist is 
also a decoder of the composer’s encoding and of the interpreter’s contribution, and he 
again is the analyst of the sounding message, totally elucidated including on the 
subconscious level where the message was born. The listener is the decoder of all the 
codes mentioned above but also the beneficiary of the artistic joy, listening the unfolding 
music (2017, p. 138-140). 

„The difference between person and mask is difficult to define. (...) The mask is spread in 
different cultures. The main difference between person and mask is that the latter must 
have a concrete element, usually a covered part of the face (...) generally the process is 
the following: the interpreter sees the mask. The interpreter puts on the mask. The 



interpreter sees the world through the mask. The interpreter is allowed on the stage by 
the mask. 

The mask allows the interpreter to see a different world. The audience sees what the 
interpreter sees. The mask allows the interpreter and the audience to see something they 
couldn’t have seen otherwise.” (Declan Donnellan, 2006, p. 92) 

The mask implies creativity and it is a concept people have tried hard to define over the 
time, from all the effort remaining a few points which can help us get closer to a possible 
meaning. 

The interpreter, inside the creation act, needs to discover and create something new, 
complete and not least, beautiful. In order to realize all the above, a major role plays the 
motivation, because each character has his own motivation to trigger all his future 
actions. Without this motivation nothing makes sense. Beatrice’s motivation was at the 
beginning her desire to assert her innocence then to forgive and to be forgiven. All of her 
actions are determined by these feelings.  

But the relationship between the personality features and creativity cannot be fully 
understood if we do not take into account the socio-cultural factors in the process of 
establishing this relationship and the influence they have on the environment where it 
manifests concretely. Professor Eugen Avram, quoting Uichol Kim, Young-Shin Park and 
Donghyun Park (2000, The Challenge of Cross-Cultural Psychology), concludes showing 
that through culture, a form of conduct or personality features can be created.( 2009, p. 
248) 

A great melodist, Vincenzo Bellini confirms by using in general a melodic line which can 
remain in the listeners’ ear and soul, avoiding large intervals. 

One of Bellini’s great objectives was to realize the dramatic discourse unity and 
coherence which the Italian opera seria of the XVIII had forgotten. 

Through his music Bellini opened new affective fields, his works being full of melancholy 
and passion, unseen at his predecessors.  

The essential vocal feature of the role Beatrice di Tenda resides in the vocal elasticity and 
firmness, in the Italian tradition existing the opinion that for interpreting this role there is 
need for a dramatico-d’aggilità soprano or lyrical with agilities. The force, the character, 
the maturity, the sensibility and the dignity of the character demand a vocal technique 
which may allow the soloist to follow the musical score precisely. 

The vocal range of the role is written on two octaves (D1-D2). The highest notes ( D3) 
corresponding to the text from page 150 the systems one and two ”Ne fra voi, fra voi si 
trova... chi si levi in mia difesa? Uom non avvi che si mova a favor di donna offesa?”, has 
as directive: con tutta forza della disperazione, page146 and page 149-150. The lowest 
note sung by Beatrice is C1 and corresponds to the word lagrime from the terce Beatrice-
Agnese-Orombello at the end of the opera (at page 243, first system, first measure). 

This analysis was meant to lead to a better understanding of the role Beatrice and to 
represent a possible model to prepare other roles, and also to develop basic musical 
concepts. It is important that lyrical artists should know their own vocal resources, as 



profoundly as possible Bellini’s work, all these aspects being brought up by the musical 
and interpretative analysis of the role submitted to research.„A very useful theater saying 
says that one must not play the character, but the situation. (...) The actor adopts a 
persona, he does not adapt a persona. In fact the more the interpreter is capable to 
surrender himself to that persona, the more it will adopt and adapt the interpreter. It is 
as if the persona itself did its research task and found the interpreter at the end of it.” 
(Declan Donnellan, 2006, p. 89-91) 
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